Sheerit to 'Post': Halt all settlement building
Transportation Minister and former Likud veteran says not a "single additional house" should be built in the West Bank.

Related:
Livni: Barrier route has implications for future border

AIPAC raps US handling of Iran nukes
Voicing rare criticism against the Bush administration.

Judges' Selection Cmte. fires Hila Cohen
Members agree unanimously in a precedent-setting decision.

PM: Iranian nukes unacceptable
"Dangers affect other nations as well as Israel," says Sharon.

US Jews support Israel, don't speak up
New poll also finds backing strong among day school grads, older Jews.

PM: Israel to control its own security
Sharon touches on critical issues at yearly editors' committee in Tel Aviv.

EDITORIALS
End of the Peres era
Leaving the Labor Party signals the end of an era, even if he still returns as a minister.

FEATURES
Behind the Lines: Media myths
By ANSHEL PFEFFER
Accusing Netanyah of ruining Israeli society is as demagogic as claiming he is an economic savior.
New on Blogcentral!
Show and Tel Aviv's life changes when he becomes a dog-owner, Lone Soldier can't shake visions of Nablus, and Electionscape scrutinizes Israel's unpredictable politics.
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